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elcome to this last edition of our
Federation magazine for 2020.
It has certainly been a year like no other
with the pandemic affecting our daily lives
both at home and at work.
The police service comes into its own at
the time of an emergency but Covid-19 has
in many ways pushed us to our limits.
Officers have been tasked with trying to
encourage people to follow the
Government’s guidelines; guidelines which
have seemed to change just at the point
when people were getting used to them.
There have been times when they have
had to take enforcement action, sometimes
we were accused of being too harsh, while
at others we were criticised for not being

strict enough.
While navigating our way through
this minefield, we were also dealing with
all the usual work that comes in our
direction. Crime may have fallen during
the first lockdown but I think it soon
returned to more normal levels.
From a Federation perspective, we
have been busier than ever, with a
number of conduct cases creating a heavy
load. In February, it will be a year since the
new conduct regulations were introduced.
The regulations aimed to bring in an
ethos of learning and development rather
than sanction and punishment and I think
early next year we need to assess whether
that aim has been realised.
I would also like to remind members
to keep an eye on our website dppf.org
where we regularly post news updates,
and also follow us on Facebook and
Twitter.
Turning back to the pandemic,
whatever our critics may say, I think the
police service and the individuals within it
have been exemplary in their response to
this crisis. Putting their own health on the
line, they have got on with the job of
serving and protecting the public.
I want to put on record my thanks to
everyone within the Force for their efforts
this year. The whole policing team has
been exceptional.
Of course, the Christmas period is not
going to be the same for any of us but I
hope that you are still able to spend some
time with your loved ones, even if it has to
be virtually.
Above all, I hope you all stay safe and
keep well. Let’s hope that the muchheralded arrival of the Covid-19 vaccine
enables us to return to a more normal
way of life soon.

Cash prize up for grabs
Published by Dyfed Powys Police
Federation,
Federation Office,
Police Headquarters,
Llangunnor,
Carmarthen SA31 2PF.
Tel: 01267 220731.
Designed and produced by XPR (UK) Ltd
www.xpruk.com
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Christmas could come early for one lucky
winner with £2,020 up for grabs in a
competition being run by Police Mutual.
Police Mutual, which offers financial
services for serving or retired police
officers, staff and their families, is giving
away the cash in a free prize draw.
Entries close on 21 December and
the draw takes place on 22 December.
During the week you enter, you
could also win a £100 e-giftcard for
Argos, Marks and Spencer, Tesco or
Amazon. Four winners will be picked on
7, 14 and 22 December.
Enter the prize draw now.

Dyfed Powys Police Federation www.dppf.org

Pay freeze ‘a disgrace’
D

yfed Powys Police Federation
secretary Roger Webb says it’s a
disgrace that the Government is
imposing a pay freeze on the very public
sector workers who have been on the
front-line serving their communities
during the pandemic.
He was responding to the Spending
Review announcement by Chancellor Rishi
Sunak at the end of November.
“Police officers, along with other public
sector workers, have steadfastly served
and protected their communities during
the pandemic, putting their own health
and that of their families at risk while
doing so,” says Roger.
“While we appreciate there is a
financial crisis, I think it is a disgrace that

the Government is imposing a pay freeze on
most public sector workers, including police
officers.
“It is going to be pretty hard for police
officers to take particularly when you
consider that in the years of austerity their
pay fell by 18 per cent in real terms when,
due to cuts of officer numbers, their
workload increased as demand soared.
“I am also concerned about the impact
this pay freeze will have on our recruitment
processes. We are just one year into a
recruitment drive but how is a pay freeze
going to enable us to attract the very best
recruits to policing? Starting salaries are
already quite low when you consider the
dangers and responsibilities of the role so

this is not going to help at all.”
National Federation chair John Apter
has also condemned the Chancellor’s
announcement saying it was “a kick in the
teeth for police officers”.
“A handful of officers will get the
additional £250 for the lowest paid
workers but only those who are already on
an appallingly low starting salary for the
dangerous job they do,” John said.
“I appreciate the devil will be in the
detail but the headlines from the
announcement does nothing to show
appreciation to police officers and other
public sector workers who have kept the
wheels turning during 2020.”
Incremental pay rises and promotion
will not be affected.

Sergeants’ pay scale
Dyfed Powys Police Federation chair Gareth Jones says the
removal of the lowest pay point for sergeants may help
encourage PCs to consider seeking promotion and career
progression.
The Police Remuneration Review Body (PRRB) agreed to
remove the lowest pay point on the sergeants’ pay scale
and this came into effect with the annual pay rise on 1
September. This means there is a greater gap between the
top pay point of the constables’ pay scale and the bottom
point of the sergeants’ pay scale.
The change was made predominantly to attract more
PCs into the rank of sergeant since some viewed the
previous pay increase as insufficient to justify striving to
attain the higher rank.
“I think this is a very positive step,” says Gareth, “I think
it could make some PCs, who perhaps didn’t consider the
lowest sergeants’ pay point made the promotion
worthwhile financially, throw themselves into the
promotion process.”
Find out more.

Dyfed Powys Police Federation www.dppf.org

Maternity leave move
Dyfed Powys Police Federation secretary Roger Webb says
improvements in officers’ paid maternity or adoption
leave will help in the Force’s recruitment drive.
Roger welcomed an announcement that officers on
maternity or adoption leave will be entitled to full pay for
26 weeks instead of 18, from 4 January 2021.
Roger said: “Maternity or adoption leave is there for
special bonding time and to help new parents through a
huge and often tiring period in their life.
“This extension of paid leave is a really welcome step,
giving new parents some more financial security an extra
two months to be with their new arrival.
“We’re always striving to do better in terms of
equality, diversity and inclusion, and I think familyfriendly policies like this send out a strong message that
we’re an attractive employer and we support our
colleagues.
“It will also help us in our current recruitment drive to
attract more officers and, just as importantly, help us
retain them as well.”
Read the regulations.
Please contact the Federation office if you need more
information.
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Pay and morale survey reveals
impact of pandemic
D

yfed Powys Police Federation
secretary Roger Webb has called on
the Force’s chief officers to listen to
officers’ “concerns and fears” after a new
report highlighted the impact of the
pandemic on members’ morale.
The Police Federation of England and
Wales (PFEW) has published the results of
its annual pay and morale survey, which was
carried out across all 43 forces in England
and Wales and gave more than 130,000
Federation members their first opportunity
to provide detailed feedback on how policing
the pandemic had affected their finances
and wellbeing.
The survey showed that 79 per cent of
members in Dyfed Powys don’t feel fairly
paid for the stress and strains of the job. And
70 per cent of respondents don’t feel fairly
paid for the hazard faced in their job.
It also revealed:
l
48 per cent of respondents said the
Force has managed officers well during
the pandemic, lower than the national
average of 49 per cent
l
43 per cent of Dyfed Powys Police
respondents said they had received
adequate training on the crisis, higher
than the national figure of 41 per cent
l
82 per cent said the Force had kept
them up to date on Covid-19 related
guidance. Nationally, the figure was 78
per cent.
In terms of morale, 40 per cent of
respondents said it was low or very low,
compared to 48 per cent in last year’s survey.
This is also smaller than the national figure
of 48 per cent and the sixth lowest among
the forces in England and Wales. In addition,
63 per cent said Force morale was low or
very low, compared with 81 per cent in last
year’s survey. Nationally, 75 per cent of
respondents said morale in their force was
low or very low.

“
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The Covid-19 crisis
The survey
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The main reasons cited for low morale
were how the police as a whole were
treated (86 per cent); workload and
18%
responsibilities (67 per cent); pension (65
per cent) and pay and benefits (64 per
cent).
“I hope chief officers listen to the very
48%
real concerns and fears of our members
that this report highlights,” Roger said,
“Our members are out there every day
policing the pandemic, and serving and
34%
protecting the public.
“And while they’ve been focused on
minimising the impact it’s having on the
public, attention hasn’t necessarily been
paid to the impact it’s having on officers.
48%
Agree
“The fact that almost four out of every
34%
Neither
agree
disagree Agree
Disagree
Neither
agree
how or
disagree
five officers do not feel fairly paid for the
18%
Disagree
stress of the job, and 70 per cent feel
unfairly paid for the
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very concerning.
officers conducted within England and
related guidance. 82% of respondents from Dyfed-Powys Police said t
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public
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proposed
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training on the COVID-19 crisis from their force. In the service as
gathers members’ views on pay and
Other key findings in Dyfed Powys were:
have
adequate training on the COVID
conditions, as wellrespondents
as attitudes tosaid
workthat
andtheyPay
andreceived
remuneration
the police service.force.
Since 2014, it has been
l
58 per cent said they were dissatisfied
one of the largest annual surveys of police
with their overall remuneration,
including pay and allowances
l
30 per cent worried about the state of
Our members are out there every day policing the
their finances daily or almost daily
l
Half felt they are worse off financially
pandemic, and serving and protecting the public.
than they were five years ago, with five
And while they’ve been focused on minimising the
per cent reporting never or almost
never having enough money to cover
impact it’s having on the public, attention hasn’t
their monthly essentials.
Attitudes towards the police
necessarily been paid to the impact it’s having on
l
48 per cent of respondents said they
officers.
didn’t feel valued in the police

Dyfed Powys Police Federation www.dppf.org
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Reasons for low morale
30 per cent of respondents from Dyfed
The survey asked respondents about the factors that had a positive or negative impact
Powys Police reported worrying about
on their morale, the table below shows the proportion of respondents in Dyfed Powys
ING
the state of their personal finances
Police who said a particular factor has had a negative impact upon their morale
ents from Dyfed-Powys
Police
reported
the state
their figures.
every day or almost
every
day. Thisworrying about
compared
to theofnational
is
lower
than
the
national
figure
for
es every day or almost every day. This is lower than the national figure for
England and Wales as a whole, where
Negative impact on morale Negative impact on morale
es as a whole, where 37% of respondents reported that they worried about
37 per cent of respondents reported
(Dyfed Powys Police)
(England and Wales)
nances everythat
daythey
or almost
worriedevery
aboutday.
their personal
Pay and benefits
64%
73%
finances every day or almost every day.
(including pension)
do youworrying
find yourselfabout the state of
often do youHow
findoften
yourself
Workload and responsibilities
67%
66%
worrying
about
the
state of your
your personal finances?
personal finances?
Work-life balance
60%
59%

very day

5%

8%

12%
22%

Health and wellbeing

57%

58%

How the police as a whole are treated

86%

90%

The COVID-19 crisis

60%

65%

Your pension

65%

69%

The 20,000 officer uplift

10%

12%

Satisfaction with pay
79 per cent of respondents from Dyfed Powys Police told us that they do not feel
54%
that they are paid fairly for the stresses and strains they have within their job, and
70 per cent said that they are not fairly paid for the hazards they faced within their
role. Nationally, 86 per cent of respondents said that they were not fairly paid for the
8%
Every day
stresses and strains of their job and 77 per cent said that they were not fairly paid for
22% every day Almost
every day Almost never
Almost
Occassionally
Never
the
hazards they faced.
54%
Occasionally
Comparison of 2020 and 2019 figures for perceptions of fair pay in Dyfed Powys
12%
Almost never
Police is provided in the table below.
5%
Never

nts in Dyfed-Powys Police said had that they had enough money to cover all
l
30month
per cent
they every
weren’t
treatedIn contrast,
Do5%
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feel fairly never
paid for the stresses
s either every
orfelt
almost
month.
fairly, compared to 42 per cent who feel
and strains of their job
having enough
money
to fairly
cover their monthly essentials. Nationally, the
they are
treated
Do notmoney
feel fairly
paid for the
spondentsl who
saidcent
they
never
almost never had enough
to cover
54 per
said
they or
wouldn’t
hazard
faced
within
their job
recommend joining the police to
was 7%.

2020

2019

79%

87%

70%

80%

others.
Intention
to leave
58 per
of respondents
ents from Dyfed-Powys
Police felt that they were worse
off cent
financially
than from Dyfed Powys Police said that they are dissatisfied with
l
Seven per cent of respondents said they
their overall remuneration (including basic pay and allowances) and59 per cent said
ears ago. Thisintended
proportion
is lower
than
the equivalent
proportion
for England
to leave
policing
within
the
that they are dissatisfied with their pensions. Comparison of 2020 and 2019 figures for
whole, wherenext
59%
ofyears
respondents
that they werepay
worse
off
financially
two
or as soonsaid
as possible
and remuneration
in Dyfed Powys Police is provided in the table below.
l
The
main
reasons
for
intending
to
leave
go.
were the impact of the job on family
2020
2019
and personal life, the impact of the job
Satisfied with total
58%
71%
on health and wellbeing, and pension
remuneration
(all 73 per cent). How the police are
treated and morale (67 per cent) were
Dissatisfied with pension
59%
62%
next.
The survey was compiled by the
national Federation’s research and policy
department, which plays a vital part in
serious issue.
they have their own worries about the virus
providing strategically important evidence
“My colleagues take the time to fill in
and the fear that they take it home to their
10
to achieve better pay and conditions for
these surveys and give their honest views,
families.
members.
so it would be a failing by police leaders to
“I accept that the wellbeing of police
It generated more than 25,000
ignore what is being said.
officers is considered more now than it has
responses which is around 20 per cent of all
“This year, more than ever, officers have
ever been in the past, there is some good
Federated rank officers across England and
been put under significant pressure, dealing work going on in some forces, but the
Wales.
with the day job as well as policing the
benefits of this good work are still not
National Federation chair John Apter
constantly changing Covid rules.
being felt by all of our members and that is
said: “These results should give serious
“Despite doing their very best, they
a serious issue.
concern to chief constables and to
have been turned into the villains of this
“This must be seen for what it is, a cry
Government. The low morale reported by
pandemic by some, damned whatever they
for help from police officers who need to
officers comes as no surprise, but the
do; and this constant criticism takes its toll.
ensure their voice is heard. If these results
police service needs to take its head out of
“While it might come as a surprise to
are ignored by police leaders, then this will
the sand and acknowledge we have a
some, police officers are human beings;
be a failing that will be unforgiveable.”

Dyfed Powys Police Federation www.dppf.org
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Federation campaign puts
focus on financial wellbeing
D

yfed Powys Police Federation
secretary Roger Webb is urging
members not to “suffer in silence” if
they’re worried about their finances this
Christmas.
Roger is encouraging officers who have
money worries to open up or to seek help
for the good of their own mental health.
“Money and mental health are
connected,” Roger said. “Worrying about
your money issues can have a detrimental
impact on your mental health and
wellbeing.
“And the pressure of Christmas and
trying to have a special time, particularly
this year given what we’ve all experienced,
can be huge and spending can easily get out
of hand.
“Sorting it out might feel overwhelming
but it’s no good keeping it all bottled up,
that won’t help anyone. We’re here to
support you and to point you in the
direction of help.
“There’s no shame in seeking help, in
fact, it can be the most positive step you
take; the first step to taking back control of
your finances.”

Hayley Aley, chair of the national
Federation’s wellbeing sub-committee,
meanwhile, has published a blog about the
mental health impact of financial worries.
Hayley said: “I have been there myself
– as a student officer I was a single parent
and had sleepless nights worrying about
money. If only I knew then what I know
now. There is no shame in admitting to
others that times are hard – asking for help
and support is the most positive thing you
can do, not least for your own mental
health and wellbeing.
“Money worries can eat away at you
– cause you to feel depressed, isolated,
destroy your confidence, relationships at
work and home, interfere with your family
time – the list goes on.
“We want to help you manage your
financial stress and we will be shining the
light on where to get help and support –
keep an eye on our website, social media
channels and look out for the next edition

of POLICE magazine.
“Some officers who have struggled
financially have offered to share their
stories and we will be publishing these this
month.
“I have no doubt their experiences will
resonate with many - inspire and give hope
that there is a way through these difficult
times.”
Hayley added: “Many officers worry
about admitting that they are in financial
difficulty for fear of jeopardising their job.
“The truth is that declaring your
financial situation to professional standards
can alleviate that vulnerability – again a
positive step towards getting back on track.
“And don’t forget that you can reach out
to your local rep or branch to support you
with that too.”
Find out more about the Federation’s
mental wellbeing campaign Hear ‘Man Up’,
Think ‘Man Down’.

“

There’s no shame in seeking help, in fact, it can be
the most positive step you take; the first step to
taking back control of your finances.
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Support on hand
Please contact the Federation office or your local
workplace representative, if you need support.
Alternatively, you could contact:

Citizens’ Advice
https://www.citizensadvice.org.uk/

No1 Copperpot
https://www.no1copperpot.com/

Debt Support Trust
https://www.debtsupporttrust.org.uk/

GamCare
https://www.gamcare.org.uk/

The Money Advice Service
https://www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en

National Debtline
https://www.nationaldebtline.org/

PayPlan
https://www.payplan.com/

Wellbeing lead says
help is available
The Police Federation’s national wellbeing lead has highlighted
the fact that there is often an element of debt with death by
suicide incidents.
“Therefore the same overwhelming circumstances that drove
people to take their own lives are being faced by hard-working
police officers every day,” says Belinda Goodwin in a blog
published as part of the Federation’s month-long focus on
financial wellbeing.
And she adds: “We want to get the word out that there is
help available. So, we’ve joined up with a number of
organisations to provide members with information about
financial help through a series of informative videos and articles
which we will be sharing.”
Belinda has also headed up the Federation’s ‘Hear Man Up,
Think Man Down’ campaign, and wants to get across the
message that help and advice is available through the Federation.
She explains: “Fed members have worked tirelessly through
this pandemic and faced a challenge unlike anything policing has
experienced before. At the same time, many officers face financial
difficulties as partners lose jobs or take a cut in wages due to the
economic havoc wrought by Covid-19. With Christmas fast
approaching, and the focus on buying presents for friends and
family, debt is an inevitable consequence of the festive season for
many.
“As police officers, financial worries sit alongside the added
pressure of regulations which address debt, and we cannot
simply not discharge a lawful debt. This can be a huge concern
for officers who get into debt through no fault of their own. No
one wants to worry about a visit from the Professional Standards
Department as well as debt collectors and creditors.
“I know all too well that the stress caused by financial worries
can be deadly. With most of the death by suicide incidents I
attended in response policing, there was often an element of
debt around the tragedy.”
Throughout December, the Federation is stressing that help is
available and it has oined up with a number of organisations to
provide members with information about financial help.
If you are facing an issue with debt, the Fed can assist. Talk to
your local Fed rep or the office staff and they will make sure you
get the help you need - not just during the Christmas period, but
all year round.
“Let’s make 2021 the start of your financial wellbeing journey,
so debt becomes a thing of the past,” Belinda says in her blog.

Police Credit Union
https://policecu.co.uk/

Step Change Debt Charity
https://www.stepchange.org/

Dyfed Powys Police Federation www.dppf.org
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Helping the Police Family ﬁnancially

Do you need a
helping hand?
We’ve cut the rates across three
of our loan products to give you
a helping hand if you’re thinking of
borrowing. Check out an example
of repayments from our Member
Loan calculator below.
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Member Loan
now from 5.9% APR

Student Oﬃcer Loan
now 5.5% APR

Loyalty Loan
now 3.5% APR

Whether for home improvements,
upgrading your car or even for
your next holiday, our Member
Loan allows you to apply to
borrow up to £35,000 unsecured.

We have cut the rate on our
Student Oﬃcer Loan, allowing
you to apply to borrow up to
£10,000 within your ﬁrst two
years of service.

At our cheapest loan rate, our
loyalty loan is ideal for members
who would like to borrow whilst
protecting their Credit Union
savings.

£10,000

£5,000

£15,000

48 months

60 months

84 months

You repay: £233.71 per month
Total repayments: £11,217.88
Total interest: £1,217.88

APR: 5.9%

You repay: £95.21 per month
Total repayments: £5,712.36
Total interest: £712.36

APR: 5.5%

You repay: £201.19 per month
Total repayments: £16,899.80
Total interest: £1,899.80

APR: 3.5%

Visit www.no1copperpot.com for more information
*With our Member Loan, the interest rate varies depending on the amount you apply to borrow.
All loans and mortgages are subject to aﬀordability and our lending criteria.
Your savings are protected by the Financial Services Compensation Scheme up to £85,000.
Number One Police Credit Union Limited trading as No1 CopperPot Credit Union is authorised
by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the
Prudential
details
visitFederation
http://www.fca.org.uk.
Page 8 Regulation Authority. Firm Reference Number 213301.
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Taser to be
allowed in court
Y

ears of campaigning for a change in
legislation means police officers can
now carry Taser in court.
Subject to local policy, officers will not
be required to remove the devices when
attending court on routine business, such as
giving evidence or delivering exhibits.
“This is the news that we wanted for
police officers,” says Gareth Jones, chair of
Dyfed Powys Police Federation, “It makes
sense that they are able to have their usual
items of personal protective equipment on
hand at all times and Taser is part of that.
“Officers having access to Taser while in
court will enable them to protect not just
themselves but the court staff and the
public should the need arise.”
The move comes after the Lord Chief
Justice amended the Criminal Practice
Direction.

Evidence gathered from front-line
officers by the Police Federation of England
and Wales (PFEW) highlighted the
difficulties they faced when having to
remove and store the equipment before
being allowed into court – including lack of
secure storage facilities and eating into
their time.
Steve Hartshorn, firearms and Taser
lead for PFEW, thanked Deputy Assistant
Commissioner Lucy D’Orsi, who is the
National Police Chiefs’ Council (NPCC) lead
for less lethal weapons, NPCC Taser adviser
Inspector Andy Harding and the team that

“

worked hard for many years to secure the
legislative changes needed.
“We would also like to thank Federation
members who took the time to supply
evidence to support the successful outcome.
It has been very frustrating for my
colleagues whose jobs have been impeded
at times because of this,” he said.
“This much welcomed and long-overdue
decision means they can better protect
themselves, the courts’ staff and the public
if faced with violence or threats of violence
and we appreciate the judiciary and senior
judges for listening to the concerns raised.”

Officers having access to Taser while in court will
enable them to protect not just themselves but the
court staff and the public should the need arise.

Breakthrough for officers with CVD
A change of policy which will allow police
officers with Colour Vision Deficiency (CVD)
to apply for Taser training will enable them
to protect themselves, their colleagues and
the public.
That’s the view of Dyfed Powys Police
Federation secretary Roger Webb.
Roger has welcomed the move by the
College of Policing which is establishing a
new training and assessment process
meaning officers with CVD - who were
previously excluded from Taser training
- will now be assessed using a Taser fixed
sight.
It follows successful lobbying by the
Federation which challenged the college
over its original CVD Taser training
standards on the grounds they were unfair
and discriminatory. Fed reps argued it was

putting officers at risk of being assaulted on
duty.
Roger said: “This is a welcome step
forward for officers with CVD and will only
serve to protect more officers and members
of the public.
“Taser is an important piece of a police
officer’s kit and can be an effective way of
dealing with dangerous situations. For our
colleagues with CVD to face the same
dangers as their colleagues, but not have
the same training and equipment, was
clearly unfair.
“We’re pleased to see it addressed and a
positive outcome. It’s important that as
many officers as possible who want to use
Taser are given the training, equipment and
support they need to do their job,” Roger
added.

Dyfed Powys Police Federation www.dppf.org

Steve Hartshorn, firearms and Taser
lead for the Police Federation of England
and Wales (PFEW), said: “The Federation
has been involved in actively challenging
the College of Policing’s previous position.
This was not fair, valid or reliable and we
have been seeking a positive resolution.
“The new training and assessment
process will allow officers with CVD to
apply for Taser training and to be deployed
operationally if successful.
“The college’s revised process will be
reviewed over time to ensure it remains
current and fit for purpose. PFEW - via its
network of local Federation reps - will be
involved in that process.”
CVD affects one in 12 men and one in
200 women.
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Authorised and Regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority.

“It’s nice to
relax knowing
my divorce
settlement is
sorted.”
Getting a divorce is never easy, especially
on top of the pressures of police work. At
Slater and Gordon we offer Police Federation
members a free initial consultation, a divorce
fixed fee package and discounted hourly rates.
We’ll be with you every step of the way so
you can focus on your job and let us deal with
everything else.

For all life’s legal needs and with
offices throughout the UK.
0808 175 7710
slatergordon.co.uk/police-law
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Why do more people get divorced in January?
By Aysha Chouhdary,
lawyer in family law at
Slater and Gordon

T

he start of a New Year
is a time of reflection.
It’s common for
resolutions to be made and
people often look forward
to the future, taking a closer look at their
relationships and home life.
There’s no denying that 2020 has been a
particularly difficult year for many couples as
a result of the global pandemic. With couples
having to navigate two national lockdowns,
as well as juggling home schooling, periods
of self-isolation and caring for vulnerable
family members, it’s sadly no surprise that
relationships will have come under additional
pressure.
If you or your spouse work on the
frontline, then the impact of the pandemic
is likely to have affected all aspects of your
working and personal life.
As family lawyers, we often see an
increase in the number of divorce enquiries
following the festive season. In fact, the first
Monday of the New Year has often been
referred to in the press as ‘National Divorce
Day’.
If there were already problems in a
relationship, couples may find themselves
putting on a brave face over the Christmas
period for the benefit of their children or
relatives. Christmas 2020 is likely to be

even more difficult with the ever-changing
Government guidance about mixing of
households.
Is my marriage really over?
If you’re considering a divorce, this is the
first thing that you must ask yourself. It’s a
personal decision that can only be made by
you.
You may wish to consider whether there’s
any chance of reconciliation. You should
think about seeking additional support from
marriage counselling services, such as Relate,
or discussing matters with your own support
network.
What are the grounds for divorce?
There’s only one overall ground for divorce in
England and Wales and that’s the irretrievable
breakdown of your marriage.
‘No-fault divorce’ has received
Parliamentary approval but has not yet come
into effect. This means that if you and your
spouse have not been separated for a period
of two years or more and wish to start divorce
proceedings in January 2021, you’ll have to
rely on the fault based facts of either adultery
or unreasonable behaviour.
You can start divorce proceedings at any
time, as long as you’ve been married for a
period of at least 12 months.
Seeking advice
It’s always advisable to seek legal advice from
an expert family lawyer as early as possible.
This does not mean that you have to issue
divorce proceedings straight away. Instead,
you’ll be provided with comprehensive advice
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which will allow you to consider the options
available to you.
Seeking early legal advice can often make
it easier to discuss your separation with your
spouse before formally starting the divorce
process.
We’re often asked about protecting
an officer’s police pension on divorce. The
pension can often be the most significant,
and sometimes the only, asset of a marriage.
Your spouse’s entitlement to your pension will
depend on a number of factors, including the
length of your marriage, whether any of the
pension was acquired prior to your marriage
and mostly importantly, the needs of the
parties.
Couples with children
If you have children and are considering divorce,
you’ll also need to think about future child care
arrangements. Children of separated parents
have been able to move freely between their
parents’ respective households, as an exception
to the Government’s ‘stay at home’ rules.
You should try to reach an agreement
with your spouse about the most suitable
and appropriate care arrangements following
your separation. If you’re unable to reach an
agreement, you should consider mediation and
seek legal advice. An application to court should
be the last resort. The welfare of the children
will be the court’s paramount consideration.
If you need to speak to a specialist family
lawyer, please contact Slater and Gordon
Lawyers on 0808 175 7710 and we will be
happy to help.
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“Now the
pressure’s gone,
I can get back to
my police work.”
You never know when you’re going to need
legal advice. Slater and Gordon have been
advising and supporting Police Federation
members for more than 60 years, taking
the legal stress away and leaving you to
focus on keeping people safe.

For all life’s legal needs and with
offices throughout the UK.
0808 175 7805
slatergordon.co.uk/police-law
24h criminal assistance
0800 908 977
Crime & misconduct allegations Personal injury - on or off duty Family law Employment law Police pensions Wills, trusts and estates Conveyancing
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